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Luckhardt's Process oC Photo-Engt·aving. the ocean. Strange and repulsive·looking creatures (the 

This process, which has been rightly called a" Columbm,' most striking of which I have figured) were served up dur
egg," like so many others, owes its origin to chance. Being ing the evening as the choicest of viands. These various 
requested, at a few hours' notice, to draw a portrait for a ' dishes of strange fish were partaken of with a relish, which, 
circle of friends, I intended to use as a guide a photograph, I until the experiments of last year and this were made and 
the f)rinting of which was, however, delayed. The idea' proved successful, were considered valuable only for ferti
then occurred to me to coat the negative, w hich was at' lizers or curiosities for aquaria. 
hand, with yellow varnish, and to etch the portrait with The consomme of moss-bunker was very palatable and 
the needle on that ground. As I wished to make a carica entirely free of all oleaginousness. 
ture, the salient characteristics of the negative were retained, The" Bisque of rawr clams ., was as delicate in flavor as 
as a foundation, the transparent parts etched out, and the; 
clothing altered. In this way the photo engraving was : 
produced, the further use of which, I believe, is not to be i 
undervalued. In view of the circumstance tllat the draw- ; ..... 

ings and wood cuts of portraits which appeal' in the illus· ! 
trated papers have frequently lost the likeness of persolls: 
whom they represent, and that notwithstanding they are: 
costly and require a long time to produce, would it not be 
advisable to use engraved photographs instead, even when 
the original negative, taken from nature, is not to be had, 
but only a negative reproduced from it ? 

Tile yellow varnish-consisting of common negative var-
I 

nish to which a suitable quantity of aniline yellow has been' 
added until it has assumed a dark sheny color -may be 
graved very well for a few days; but the older the val'llish 
film the more brittle it becomes, and, therefore, a few drops 
of castor oil are added to it to render it elastic. The action Squid. Hell·bender. 

of light upon sensitive paper placed beneath the negative: oyster soup. "Gray snapper a la Blackford" was another 
is effectually suspended by the yellow varnish, so that only equally palatable dish. Although the gray snapper is not 
the transparent lines, produced by the graver, print. equal in flavor to thc red snapper, there is no reason why it 
When once the principal lines of the original picture have

, sl)onld be neglected by our fishermen, as it generally is, as a 
been faithfully laid down, even an untaught draughtsman . marketable fish. 
may produce an engraving of.the portrait that shall .

at le�st i "HorseEboe crabs a la diable" were served from dishes 
have some resemblance; whIle a draughtsman skilled 111. composed of the empty. shells of the horseshoe or king 
cross·hatching or a xylographer should furnish a work which, ! 
placed beside a good woodcut, should exhibit a superiority' 
recognizable even by the unprofessional eye. Besides the I 
rapidity with which the engraving can be made, the possi· i 
bility of the utmost correctness is offered, since lines which : 
have been too deeply graved oJ' wrong lines may be filled 
up again with yellow varnish and engraved anew, a print- Sea Robin. Blow Fish. 
ing frame llnd silvered paper offering a convenient method I 
of watching and controlling the progress of the work. I crab. �be flC3h of this cr.ab was �ound to be coarser and 
Where broken lines are desired a pencil may be passed over more stringy than that ot the ordlllary erah, and the flavor 
them, and then they may be pricked and so on. By trans- ! more pungent, tut not sufficiently so as to make it Illlpala 
fer paper an impression from an engraved, yellow varnished I 

table. 
negative plate may be transferred to zinc, and in this way a, "Drumfish a la Cope" was very suggestive of sheeps
plate suitable for printing with the letterpress printing I head. The drnm fish is never to be found in uur markets, 
press will be produced. 

The portrait of Dr. Emil Hornig, the President of the 
Photographic Society of Vienna, issued with the current 
number of the Photographische Oorrespondenz, was engraved 
in about an hour, the faultless zinc cliche being produced in 
a surprisingly short time, in the chemigraphic establishment 
of Herren Angerer and Goschel, so that in a single day a 
negative, the engra ving, and the cliche, ready for printing 
from, may all be produced with ease. 

As I never before made a drawing for a woodcut nor en
graved a portrait, I must add that I by no means consider the 

Lophius a la Beard. 

portrait of my honored friend as a work of art; but my fir;;t llnd in the severest sense is looked upon as an " evil» fish by 
attempt having attracted some attention in the Vienna Pho the fisherman. it being one of the greatest enemies to the 
tographic Society, I was induced to prepare the present por- oyster. 
trait for its organ. I hope the process may soon meet with "Saute of shark, Chinese style," was not very successful, 
extensive application at the hands of capable artists. -Fritz , as the portion that I partook of left a disagreeable taste in 
Luckhardt, in Photogra phische Oorrespondenz. 

' 

. ,.'. 
FEAST OF STRANGE FISH. 

BY A. W. ROBEHTS. 
The second annual dinner of the Ichthyophagous Club, 

which was held 011 the evening of Friday, the 28th ult. , was 
a complete success, not only as a social gathering, but for 

Razor Clam. 
the more important and practical object of developing hitherto 
neglected varieties of fish for human consumption. 

Among the company, which numbered nearly one hundred' 
guests, were men distinguished in the world of arts, of let
ters, and of science, and not a few who are deeply versed in 
the mysteries of the ocean. The tables were ornamented 
with flowering plants, and designs composed of materials 
collected from the sea, the most noteworthy being a pyra
mid, twenty feet high, consisting of the empty shells of the 
horseshoe crabs, b etween which were introduced sharks' fins 
and sea robins' heads. 

King Crab. 

Sea Lettnce. Spider era b. 

the mouth, though others declared it equal to halibut steak; 
perhaps I got the evil part of the beast. 

" Squid a la Starin." Without exception the squid IS one 
of the most repulsive· looking animals of our coast, and yet 

Skate. 

While the gathering was naturally social in its character, from it was produced a black colored and gelatinous sonp, 
the practical result accomplished was the utiUzing for food of which, if you could' 

forget the disgusting form of the 
certain fishes which have been considered the very refuse of' creature, was very pleasant to the taste. Next on the menu 
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came hell· benders, sea robins, "Lophius a la Beard," lind 
blow fish, with sea·lettuce salad, from which were produced 
fries, broils, and salads, all more or less enjoyltble. 

Sea encumber. 
On last year's menu were spider crabs, gar fish, skate, and 

sea cucumber, of which strange looking creatures some idea 
can be formed by the accompanying illustrations. 

In some future number detailed accounts of the habits 
and uses of many of these fish will be given. 

... Ie ... 

The Ne'W England Exhibl1lon. 

The New England Manufacturers and Mechanics Institute 
are making a special effort to secure this year an adequately 
representative exhibit of the products of New Eugland in· 
dustry and skill.' The Exhibition building, now nearing 
completion, is tl.te largest building in New England, cover· 
ing five acres of ground and, offering over eight acres of 
flooring available for exhibition purposes. It is situated in 
Boston, on a spur track of the Boston and Providence Rail· 
road. 

Space has already been assigned to a considerable number 
of prominent industries. The exhibit of the boot and shoe 
trade is expected to be more extensive and complete thun 
has ever been made before. It will comprise a model fac
tory with 129 distinct machines in operation. 

The office of the Institute is at No. 5 Pemberton Square, 
Boston. .. .' .. 

ProC. ("arhart's Lecture. 

In tl.te notice of Prof. Carhart's recent lecture before the 
New York Electrical Society it was incorrectly stated that 
the Crookes experiments had not before been publicly re· 
peated in this country. The same lecture, with illustrated 
experiments, was given by Prof. Carhart before the Chicago 
Electrical Society, last winter, January 24. 

.4' . ., 
Carlyle anel His Dy"pepsla. 

In his" Reminiscences," Carlyle tells how he once rode 
sixty miles to Edinburgh, "to consult a doctor, having at last 
reduced my complexities to a single question. Is this dis· 
ease curable by medicine? or is it chronic, incurable except 
by regimen, if even so? This question I earnestly put; got 
response: 'It is all tobacco, sir; give up tobacco.' Gave it 
instantly and strictly lip. Found, after long months, that I 
might as well have ridden sixty miles in the opposite direc· 
tion, and poured my sorrows into the long. hairy ear of the 
first jackass I came upon, as into this select medical man's, 
whose name I will not mention." 

.. " J ., 
Discolored Brick WaUs. 

The white saline substance that" comes out" upon brick 
walls, and which has been a source of annoyance to a great 
many, may, according to the American Architect, be 
remedied. In reply to a query on the suhject, it says: The 
" saltpetring " of brickwork can generally be prevented by 
adding oil to the mortar, at the rate of a gallon to the cask 
of lime. If cement is used in the mortar, an addilional 
galloll of oil mllst be allowed for each cask of cement. Lin· 
seed oil is generally employed, but any kind which does not 
contain salt will answer. The illcrustation, once formed, 
can be removed with hot water, or by the muriatic acid gen· 
erally used for cleaning down brickwork, but it will reap
pear again by exudation from the interior of the wall, and 
usually leave� a permanent black 01' brown stain. 

e ..... 
Another Large Castin::;. 

The large iron bed phte for the Fall River steamer Puri
tan, cast at the foundry of John Roach & Son, in this city, 
May 17, will be, when trimmed and completed, 21 feet 9 
inches long, 12 feet 6 inches wide, and 3� inches thick. The 
mould was 37 feet long, 14 feet wide, and required 2,OOOfeet 
of timber for the frame. It was roofed with brick. 

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 
An improved corn sheller with which an ear of corn can 

be shelled very rapidly and perfectly without crUShing or 
bruising the kernels and without any great exertion of power 
on the part of the operator, has been patented by Mr. Charles 
F. Shaw, of Boston, Mass. It consists of two semi·annular 
sections, each provided with an arm, the arms being pi voted 
to each other at the outer ends, so that the sections call be 
swung open or closed. These sections each have a series of 
teeth, all tapering toward the same point, fastened to the 
inner sides, so that an ear of corn is passed in uetween the 
semi-annular sections, and the latter are held tightly while 
thc ear is being rotated to and fro. The teeth will tear the 
kernels from the cob. 

An improved butter worker has been patented by Mr. 
John McAnespey, of Philadelphia, Pa. The invention 
consists in a body having rim and boss, a shaft passing 
through the body and connected by a gear with a hand crank 
shaft, a cross piece provided with a median square hole fit
ting a squared part of the body shaft, and beveled rolls 
arranged on journals of cross piece. 
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The OperatIon oC Arsenic. 

Arsenic has been long and generally in use as poison and 
as cure, yet no satisfactory explanation has been offered for 
its varied effects. Almost every part of the system is subject 

to its blighting or healing influence; it produces no sensible 
effect at the place where it is received into the system; small 
quantities produce poisonous effects, accumulating till the 
fatal point is reached, while larger does taken for long peri
ods produce a coveted freshness. 

Liebig refers these effects to the readiness with which it 
enters into combinations with the organic matters and to its 
power of preserving them from decay. If they do not decay 
it is because tbey have lost that essential character of living 
matter, tbe power of undergoing transformation; hence as 
parts or whole they are dead. 

But tbe preserving effect of arsenic upon corpses seems to 
be rather traditional and to lack sufficient foundation. At
ten tion has not been paid in the cases recorded to the nature 
of the soil, and tbe condition of other bodies buried near 
by. 

Two German investigators ascribe arsenical effects to the 
activity of oxygen atoms in connection with arsenic. The 
corrosive power of common iron rust is well known. The 
iron oxide gives off an atom of oxygen, wbicb being in tbe 
nascent state actR vigorously upon the organic matter witb 
which it may be in contact. But anotber atom of oxygen 
combines witb the iron and is again imparted to the organic 
matter, tbis process being constantly repeated with destruc
tive effect. 

The same play of give and take occurs with the arsenic. 
Arsenic acid loses an atom of oxygen and becomes arsenious 
acid; the latter takes an atom and becomes arsenic acid 
again. If either acid he injected into the intestines the other 
is soon found to be-present. 

These cbanges, it is believed, give sufficient basis for the 
natural explanation of all the medical effects of arsenic. 

.. I .... 

DOUBLE TONGUE FOR HARVESTERS. 

� tieutifit �mttitau. 
this construction it is necessary that the forward ends of the 
tongues should be so connected that they cannot be forced 
apart by the side pressure of the borses in guiding and turn
ing the machine. 

For further information address the inventor and patentee 
as above. 

• I.,,, 
NOVEL REIN HOLDER. 

The engraving shows an improved rein holder patented 
by Mr. Jonathan S. Pitcher. of San Diego, CaL, and de-

The improvements which have been made in harvesting l PITCHER'S REIN HOLDER. 
machines, in the past few years, have made them so nearly per- J 
fect that there seems to be no room for further improvement signed for attachment to the dashboard or any other conve
as to their working, but so much has been added to their nient part of the vehicle. It consists of two posts attached 
weight that now the great difficulty with farmers occupy- to a supporting plate, and each carrying a cam, which is 
ing somewhat hilly land is to apply team enough to do pressed forward by a spring and prevented from moving too 
tbe harvest work quickly. It is impracticable to drive far by a stop pin. The upper nnd inner corners of these 
one pair of horses before another, as in the old reapers, be- cams are rounded so as to permit of readily inserting the 
cause the driver's seat is so far at the rear end of the ma- reins between tbem. The plate supporting the cams will 
chine that he cannot reach his leaders, and has no control generally be made double so as to clasp both sides of the 
over them, and serious accidents happen from tbis cause. dashboard, but a single plate may be used in some cases 
It is the practice of some to bave a boy ride one of the lead· where it becomes necessary to attach tbe device to some 
ers, while the man who manages the machine drives the rear support other than the dashboard. The reins are inserted in 
team; but this is fOllnd to be very unsatisfactory. Others the-holder by drawing them rearward between the cams and 
drive three horses abreast, baving a relay in the field, and tben releasing tbem. Any attempt to draw the reins for
cbanging every two or three hours. ward will result in rendering them more secure. By pulli ng 

Mr. Johu_ J. Kepner, of Little Valley, Minn., having tried the reins rearward they are readily detached. 
these several ways, and finding them all unsatisfactory, was The device will work well if one of the cams is omitted, 
led, in the harvest of 1879, to try driving four horses abreast, as but the inventor prefers the double arrangement of cams. 
illustrated by tbe engraving; and having again 
used the same device, improved, througb the 
entire harvest of 1880, claims that, with this 
harvester double tongue, any one whd is capa
ble of drIving two horses can drive four, and 
have tbem under perfect control, and do as 
much or more work, and do it with more ease 
to man and team, than can be done in any 
other way. 

When the land is so level that three horses 
can handle an ordinary harvester, by using 
this device tbe capacity of each macbine can 
be increased one-third, by simply adding to 
the length of the culter bar. By removing 
one nut, and laying aside the movable tongue 
and four-horse evener, the machine can be 
used as a two or tbree horse machine. The 
side draught can be so regulated that the 
machine follows the team freely, like a wagon, 
or it can and should he adjusted so that it 
hugs the standing grain closely, so as to 
always cut a full swath. 

}I'n.I 

.d_ 

der to make it less volatile and to cover its odor, and admin· 
isters as follows: Four drops of the mixture, or two of amyl, 
are poured on a small piece of lint, which is given into the 
hands of the patient for him to inhale freely; he soon 
becomes flushed, and both his pulse and respiration are much 
accelerated, and, when he feels warm all over, the inhalation 
is aiscontinued, as the symptoms continue to increase for 
some time afterward; a profuse perspiration now sets in, 
which speedily ends the attack, though in some cases the cold 
stage merely passes off without any hot or sweating stage. 

• II •• 
AlDel'ican Society ot" Civil Engineers. 

The thirteenth annual convention of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers will begin in Montreal, June 15. Arrange
ments have been made to have such of the members as desire 
to do so meet at Niagara Falls, on Saturday, June 11, and 
examine the new suspended structure of the railroad suspen
sion bridge and the re-enforcement of its anchorage. A 
paper on this subject will be presented at the convention by 
L. L. Buck, Member A. S. C. E., the engineer in charge of 
the work. 

After spending Sunday at Niagara the party will proceed 
to Toronto, and after a short stay at that city, will go to 
Montreal by a steamer, on Lake Ontario, passing on Tuesday 
the Thousand Islands and the Rapids of the St. Lawrence, 
and arriving at Montreal the evening before tile day of the 
opening of the convention. 

Tbe following papers are announced for presentation duro 
ing the convention: "Re-enforcement of the Anchorage and 

Renewal of the Suspended Structure of the Niagara Railroad 
Suspension Bridge," L. L.Buck; "The Stability of Tunnels 
in River Silt," Ashbel Welch; "Repairs of Masonry," O. 

Chanute; "Experiments upon Strength of Wrought Iron 
Columns," T. C. Clarke; "On Weights and Measures," 
Cbarles Latimer; "Comparative Economy of Light and 
Heavy Rails," Ashbel Welch . 

RECENT INV�NTIONS. 
An improvement in gates has been patented by Mr. Alfon· 

zo P. Campton, of Rohnerville, Cal. The object of tuis 
invention is so to construct a gate and its attachments that 
it can readily be opened by a person approaching on horse
back or in a vebicle. 

An improved dynamo-electric machine which is adapted 
for use for various purposes, and particularly for electro
plating and analogous arts, has been patented by Mr. Hans 
J. Ml1ller, of New York city. The invention is an improve
ment in the class of machines in which a series of armature 
coils are attached to a shaft rotated by power suitably ap. 
plied, sO that they rotate between fixed and opposing field 
magnets, and thereby generate the current. The invention 
consists in combining a relay and a resistance with a series 

of rotating armatures and fixed tield magnets, whereby the 

reverse or secondary current (originating in the bath of 

plating solution) is caused to pass through the magnets in 

the same direction as tbe main current. The relay regulates 
the permanent charge of the machine. 

A braceiet, combining strength and flexibility, capable 
of easy adjustment to the arm, and incapable 
of becoming accidentally unclasped, has been 
patented by Messrs. Leon P. Jeanne, of New 
York city, and Paul Jeanne, of Greenville, 
N. J. The bracelet is made of a narrow thin 
strip of metal wound closely and spirally 
about a chain and provided with a novel 
device for adjusting and fastening the brace· 
let. 

An improvement in tbat class of rocking 
chairs in which the seat and back rock upon 
a platform against the tension of d spring, has 
been patented by Mr. William E. Buser, of 
Chillicothe, Ollio. 

An improved hame loop has been patented 
by Mr. Alpheus Arter, of New Lisbon, Ohio. 
The object of this invention is to furnish a 
convenient means for adjusting the strap by 
whi{)h two hames are connected together at 
the top. 
-An improved convertible valise has been 

patented by Mr. Mahlon Loomis, of Wash
ington, D. C. The object of tbis invention is 
to provide for use of travelers an improved 
form of valise which shall not only be adapted 
for containing apparel, toilet articles, etc., 
like an ordinary valise or traveling bag, but 
also for suspension vertically from the back 
of a car seat or other support within folding 
panels or shelves, may be lowered for use in 
taking lunch, or playing games, etc. 

The ordinary tongue, A, is connected with 
the harvester in the usual manner, and to it, 
at a little distance from its rear ena, is attached 
the end of the crossbar, C. The connection 
between the tongue, A, and the crossbar, C, 
is strengthened by the inclined braces, G. 
The end of the rear or long brace is attached 
to the tongue, A, near its rear end. The 
otber end of tbe brace is attachea to the outer 
end of the crossbar, C. The end of the for
ward or short brace is attached to the tongue, 

KEPNER'S DOUBLE TONGUE FOR HARVESTERS. An lmproved wheat steamer and drier has 

A, about midway between tbe enos of tbe crossbar, C, and i The advantage of this holder over the usual method of 
the longer brace. To the crossbar, C, abor;.t eighteen inche� I bolding the rei ns will be readily understood and appreciated 
from the tongue, A, as the draught of the harvester may by those wbo drive, either constantly or occasionally. 
require, is pivoted the four-horse evener, D, by a bolt, i For further i nformation address Mr. W. L. Wiiliams, San 
strengthened by a hammer strap, H The rear end of the Diego, Cal. 
hammer strap, H, is hinged to tbe hound of the tongue,' A. 

-----_._��.t_+I ...... --

'l'he four-horse evener, D, is provid�d at each end with 11 Amyl Nitrate Cor Ague. 

two-horse evener, E, which is provided with single trees, F, Dr. Saunders, of Indore, India, reports in the Indian 

in the ordinary manner. The rear ena of the second tongue, Medical Gazette a number of cases of ague successfully treated 
B, is connected wita the outer end of the -crossbar, C, by with nitrate of amyl. He asserts that in every instance the 
interlocked eyebolts, the upper eyebolt serving also to secure . disease yielded quickly and permanently to the amyl treat
the end of tbe brace, G, to tbe end of the crossbar, C. With I went. He mixed the drulI: with an eaual part of oil of corian-
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been patented by Mr. Cyrus T. Hanna, of 
Pittsburg, Pa. The invention relates to a process and appa
ratus for steaming and heating grain and feeding it to the 
grinding stones hot, so that it may be ground while hot, so 
that a better article of flour may be produced. 

Mr. Hans J. Mi'Lller, of New York city, has patented an 
improved dynamo-electric machine. 'l'he object of this in
vention is to provide a new and improved dynamo-electric 
macbine, whicb is so constructed that a series af separate and 
independent currents can be produced, of which one is used 
to excite the field magnets and at tbe same time perform 
work in the external circuits, wh ile the other currents per· 
form work in the external circuits only. 
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